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Instructions

1. Fill out this cover page
completely and affix it
to the front of your sub-
mitted assignment.

2. Staple your assignment
together and answer the
questions in the order
they appear on the as-
signment sheet.

3. You are encouraged to
collaborate on assign-
ment problems but you
must write up your as-
signment independently.
Copying is strictly
forbidden!

Correctness

/20
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/5

Total: /25

Bonus: /3

Grader Initials: .



First-Order DEs

Q1: A spherical raindrop evaporates at a rate proportional to its surface
area. Write a differential equation for the volume of the raindrop as a
function of time.

Q2: For the following first-order ODEs, perform the following tasks:

(i) Sketch the slope field in the (x, y)-plane.

(ii) Determine the solution (by integration).

(iii) Overlay the solutions found in part (ii) onto the slope field found
in part (i). [Note: all derivatives are with respect to x!]

(a) y′ = x2 − 1

(b) y′ =
x

1− x
, x 6= 1

(c) y′ = tan(x), x ∈ (−π/2, π/2)
(Hint! Use the substitution
u = cos(x) to integrate.)

Q3: Sketch the slope field in the (x, y)-plane for the following first-order
ODEs. Overlay a few plausible solutions. [Note: You do not have to
determine the analytic form of the solutions y(x)!]

(a) y′ = y2 + 2y + 1

(b) y′ = x2 − y2

Q4: Verify that the following functions y(x) are solutions of the given
second-order ODEs and satisfy the given initial conditions.

(a) y(x) = (1 + 2x)e−x, IVP:


y′′ + 2y′ + y = 0
y(0) = 1
y′(0) = 1

(b) y(x) =
ln(x) + 1

x
, IVP:


x2y′′ + 3xy′ + y = 0
y(1) = 1
y′(1) = 0

Q5: (See Chapter 1.1 of text.) A popular choice for modeling popula-
tion growth subject to environmental constraints is the logistic growth
model :

dP

dt
= k

(
1− P

N

)
P

where P (t) is the population at time t, k > 0 is the growth rate, and
N > 0 is the carrying capacity.



(a) Sketch the slope field of the differential equation for P ≥ 0, t ≥ 0.
Conjecture about the long-term behavior of solutions with initial
condition P (0) = P0 > 0. Does the qualitative look of the slope
field or associated behavior depend upon the choice of k > 0 or
N > 0?

(b) Show that

P (t) =
NP0

P0 + (N − P0)e−kt

satisfies the differential equation with initial condition P (0) = P0.
[Note: Do not forget to check that initial condition!]

(c) Determine the long-term behavior of P (t) for P (0) = P0 > 0.
Does this agree with the behavior predicted by the slope field?
What does the model predict for the corresponding physical pop-
ulation system?

Q6: The process we have learned for verifying solutions is not limited to
ordinary differential equations. The one-dimensional heat equation,
which governs the diffusion of heat in a one-dimensional medium over
time, is a partial differential equation given by

∂u

∂t
=
∂2u

∂x2

where u(t, x) is the temperature at position x and time t. Show that

u(t, x) = t−1/2e−x
2/4t

is a solution of the heat equation.

BONUS! What does the initial (i.e. t = 0) temperature profile look
like? What is the long-term behavior of the temperature profile? Can
you come up with a physical interpretation of this solution? [Hint:
Take the limit as t → 0+ holding x fixed and consider the case x = 0
separately. Note that the profile is not continuous!]


